FTR Log Notes™
Fully featured annotation and search for
FTR recordings.

Key Features

FTR Log Notes™ allows digital record users to create a time
driven interactive map of the recording. There’s no more guessing
who spoke when or when a sidebar was called - you can see it in
black and white or differentiate speakers by color.

• Customizable hot
key powered event
creation

FTR Log Notes™ is the easiest way to provide court reporters and
stakeholders with clarity over a recording event. It allows users to
annotate key in-room events as they happen and provide your
stakeholders with interactive links to those events - across the
entire FTR platform.The standalone operation even allows log
notes to be created after the event without the operator needing
to be in the courtroom.

• One-click playback
to key points

Benefits

• Automated
timestamp
recording linking

•

Create meaningful, searchable metadata for digital recordings.
Log Notes™ provide users with information critical to an
accurate transcript - such as appearances, spellings and key
terminology - and presents it clearly in a timeline of events.

•

Create fully featured, customizable (individual or enterprise)
hot keys for your most commonly referenced events and
replace monotony with efficiency in annotation.

•

Save time searching for events with one click playback from
timestamps - timestamps jump you to the exact point in the
associated recording where the note was taken.

• Standalone or with
FTR Gold™

• Adjustable columns
for speaker ID and
notes
• Export to HTML
• Works on
Windows® 7 and
above

One-click playback
from timestamps
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FTR Log Notes™
Works with
•

FTR Gold™, the industry standard in multi-channel digital audio/video court recording.

•

FTR Gold Server™ lets your organization move towards a centralized recording model,
effectively leveraging server hardware technology to capture audio feeds from up to 16
individual recording rooms on a single server.

•

FTR Manager™ introduces the concept of sealing and unsealing recordings across your sites
and allows users the ability to lockdown access to sensitive recordings. Includes FTR file format
converter.

•

FTR Player™ lets you use the record as it was intended with full control over microphone
volume, speech speed and foot pedal support.
Court.fm™ makes your recordings accessible online only seconds behind the spoken word.
Unlike traditional streaming technologies which only let you listen live, content published
using Court.fm is available for as long as you want, so you can play and replay recordings on
any device, anywhere, anytime.

•

Minimum System Requirements
•
•
•
•

Windows® 7 and above.
Intel® Core™ i5 Processor or equivalent with at least 4GB RAM.
Display: 1024x768 or higher.
CD or DVD recordable drive or network for access to and saving of log sheets.
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